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MINUTES 14th November, 2017 
RHOSSILI COMMUNITY COUNCIL 

 

Council: Chair - Steve Campbell-Kelly (SCK), Vice-Chair - Ian Button (IB), Tom Higgs (TH), 
Jeff Higgins (JH), Nicola Rees (NR), Sally Thomas (ST) and Steve Walmsley (SW) 

Meeting commenced at 7.21pm 

1. Attendance: Council: SC-K, JH, ST and SW      
2. Residents: Gareth Harris and Linda Bartlett 
3. Apologies: IB and NR 
4. Declaration of Interests: None notified. 
5. Minutes of last Meeting:  Minutes approved. Proposed by JH, seconded by SW and 

signed by Chair. 
 
6. Matters arising: Taken as arising in Agenda Items, except Finance, where SW and SC-K 

reported that no-one had asked to see the 2016-17 Financial Returns 
 
7. Chairman’s Items:  
a. National Trust: Clerk read letter from Paul Boland, regarding clarification requested by 

RCC of his previous letter in September. Members expressed their gratitude for the 
notification by Alan Kearsley-Evans of the forthcoming Endurance Life Races, albeit 
short notice. The defibrillator outside the NT shop was potentially needed by a member 
of the public after an incident in The Worms Head Hotel. Fortunately, the patient 
recovered, but the defibrillator fell out of its cabinet and users were not sure of its 
condition. After discussion, and referral to previous Minutes, Clerk instructed to write 
to Paul Boland, reminding the Trust of their noted commitment to replace the machine 
and cabinet. 

b. Newsletter: SC-K has asked for articles and “Greetings” by the end of November, 
please. 

c. GDPR: Changes to legislation on Data Protection come into effect in May, 2018, and 
Councillors had been asked to read the government papers on “12 Steps to take” before 
the Meeting. SW, who deals with Data every day, said RCC needs to “be aware”, but 
there’s no need to despair yet; RCC is compliant to a sufficient degree in most areas and 
it will be comparatively straightforward to make the necessary changes. 

d. Complaints: RCC has received another complaint about the bright blue light pollution 
emanating from the ticket machines in the NT Car Park at night. Since RCC has already 
discussed this with NT representative, who told Councillors that all NT Car Parks have 
the same design, it was decided to raise the matter yet again in view of the strength of 
feeling that they weren’t right for Rhossili, with a copy sent to CCS AONB 
representative. 

e. Memorial Stone: SC-K summarised his previous proposal of siting a memorial stone in 
the village because of the centenary of the end of The Great War of 1914 – 1918. It 
would be a public acknowledgment of past conflicts and the people’s contribution. SC-K 
posed the questions – What do people think? Is it really necessary? What kind of 
memorial would people want? A general discussion followed, and it was decided that 
SC-K would continue his research and form a small group with a view to investigating 
and producing a more concrete proposal to put before the village, possible at the AGM 
in May. 



 
8. Planning Applications: 2017/1947 Newton Farm - conversion of house and outbuildings 

to Holiday Lets. There was some difficulty accessing the plans for meaningful study. 
However, after discussion SW proposed, SC-K seconded, “No comment.” Approved 
unanimously. 
2017/2022 Old Rectory - installation of Air-sourced heating pump. After discussion it 
was decided that a statement from RCC should say, “The Council is concerned about the 
production of noise by the equipment, disturbing users of the footpath and bridleway 
running behind The Old Rectory.” 

  
9. Footpaths: Footpath in Mew Slade was reported to be in poor condition after the 

Endurance Life event. Clerk to inform Steve Parry at RoW. 
 

10. Highways: Painted signage on the road outside the NT Car Park has not been removed. 
Clerk to remind CCS Highways of their responsibility to carry this out. 

 
11. Finance: Finance Officer requested permission to pay £148.50 to Welsh Audit Office. 

Proposed SC-K, seconded JH. Approved unanimously. SW reported that there was 
£4631.00 in the RCC Account. SW proposed ear-marking a sum for the replacement 
noticeboards, recycled plastic for Rhossili Village and Sapele wood outside the Village 
Hall. Seconded JH, Approved unanimously. In view of difficulties accessing meaningful 
copies of Planning Applications, now that CCS doesn’t supply paper copies, a discussion  
commenced about using electronic means of sharing the plans. SW proposed 
investigation of purchase of large-screen monitor to be placed on the wall, so that on-
line plans can be studied. JH seconded. Approved unanimously. Clerk presented request 
for reimbursement of money paid for printing ink. Agreed to pay the sum of £91.98. SC-
K proposed 3rd quarter payment of Clerk’s salary, JH seconded. Approved unanimously. 

 
12. Correspondence: emails distributed to Councillors. 
 
13. Meeting closed at 21.35 (9.35pm) 

 

Date of next Meeting:  Tuesday, 12th December, 2017 at 7.15pm in ante-room at back of 
Village Hall. 

 


